Elementary School Guidance
Lessons
Eventually, you will totally discover a other experience and feat
by spending more cash. still when? get you agree to that you
require to get those all needs in the same way as having
significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the
beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even
more just about the globe, experience, some places, like history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own grow old to perform reviewing habit. in the
middle of guides you could enjoy now is Elementary School
Guidance Lessons below.

Even Superheroes Make
Mistakes - Shelly Becker
2018-10-02
Even superheroes slip up and
err. When that happens, do
they complain or give up in
despair? NO! Whether they've
nabbed the wrong guy by
mistake or bashed into a planet
while zooming through space,
all superheroes 'fess up their
mess-up and keep on saving
the world in the most super
way! This follow-up to Even
Superheroes Have Bad Days
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

teaches kids another humorous
lesson in overcoming adversity.
Loretta - Keith Graves 2002
Loretta, unrelenting
perfectionist, is devastated
when she fails to earn the
Golden Marshmallow Badge-for roasting the perfect
marshmallow--but her
grandmother's picture gives
her a new perspective on
things and she gains the
courage to accept her
imperfect self.
Tyler Tames the Testing
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Tiger - Janet M. Bender
2004-12-01
Addresses the anxiety often felt
by students at testing time.
Provides helpful tools for
parents, teachers, and
counselors to prepare children
for standardized and other
tests.
Food for thought - Diane Vore
2017
Our most memorable
experiences, from holiday
dinners to birthday parties,
often include special foods.
Incorporating food into
classroom or small-group
guidance lessons makes
learning life skills more
memorable, and allows
students to process the
information with all of their
senses. Food for Thought
addresses a wide range of
social, emotional, and
academic skills, and provides a
high level of flexibility for
educators. Students who aren't
as strong in traditional
academic skills, such as
reading and writing, can
participate in the lessons on an
even playing field, and the
incorporation of non-traditional
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

teaching methods helps all
students to learn important
skills in a relaxed, low-pressure
environment. Each lesson can
stand alone, and the lessons
need not be taught in any
particular order. The lessons
are designed to facilitate short,
thought-provoking discussions,
and then to progress into
activities involving social and
cooperative learning. A tasty
snack, related to the lesson, is
then served to reinforce the
main concepts addressed.
Topics include: •Beginning the
School Year •Academic Skills
•Goal Setting •Perseverance
•Decision Making •Emotions
•Anger Management •Diversity
•Self-Esteem •Acceptance and
Inclusion •Positive Speech
•Bullying •Where to Turn
•Handling Stress/Test Anxiety
•Being Flexible •Handling
Difficult Situations •New
Experiences •Manners,
•Positive Attitude Bring a
sense of joy into the classroom
with this easy-to-use, yet
relevant and creative (not to
mention tasty!) program.
ASCA National Model American School Counselor
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Association 2012
In this book you will learn:
Ways to lead, advocate and
collaborate for achievement
and success for all students.
How to craft a vision
statement, fine-tune your
program focus and enhance the
learning process for all
students. Steps to determine
the amount of time you
currently spend in direct and
indirect student services and
various activities throughout
the day and how to work with
your administrator to get
approval for the proper mix.
Details about school counselor
competencies and program
assessments,helping you
evaluate your skills and your
programs effectiveness. How to
measure program results and
promote systemic change
within the school system so
every student graduates
college-and career ready. Ways
to analyze your current data,
learn what its telling you and
act on your schools needs.
Methods for demonstrating
how students a re different as a
result of what you do.
Just Kidding - Trudy Ludwig
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

2006-04-01
A rare look at emotional
bullying among boys from the
best-selling author of My
Secret Bully.D.J.'s friend Vince
has a habit of teasing D.J. and
then saying, Just kidding!" as if
it will make everything okay. It
doesn't, but D.J. is afraid that if
he protests, his friends will
think he can't take a joke. With
the help of his father, brother,
and an understanding teacher,
D.J. progresses from feeling
helpless to taking positive
action, undermining the power
of two seemingly harmless
words. Trudy Ludwig takes
another look at relational
aggression, the use of
relationships to manipulate and
hurt others, this time from the
boy's point of view. Back
matter includes discussion
questions, a "dos and don'ts of
teasing" list, and a resource
guide for parents and teachers.
Endorsed by Full Esteem
Ahead, The Hands & Words
Are Not For Hurting Project,
and The Ophelia Project.
The Crayon Box that Talked
- 2011-10-26
Yellow hates Red, so does
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Green, and no one likes
Orange! Can these crayons quit
arguing and learn to
cooperate? Shane DeRolf's
deceptively simple poem
celebrates the creation of
harmony through diversity. In
combination with Michael
Letzig's vibrant illustrations,
young readers will understand
that when we all work
together, the results are much
more colorful and interesting.
Wilma Unlimited - Kathleen
Krull 2000-02
A biography of the AfricanAmerican woman who
overcame crippling polio as a
child to become the first
woman to win three gold
medals in track in a single
Olympics.
The Good Egg - Jory John
2019-03-05
A #1 New York Times
bestseller! An Amazon Best
Books of the Year 2019
selection! From the bestselling
creators of The Bad Seed, a
timely story about not having
to be Grade A perfect! Meet
the good egg. He’s a verrrrrry
good egg indeed. But trying to
be so good is hard when
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

everyone else is plain ol’
rotten. As the other eggs in the
dozen behave badly, the good
egg starts to crack from all the
pressure of feeling like he has
to be perfect. So, he decides
enough is enough! It’s time for
him to make a change…
Dynamic duo Jory John and
Pete Oswald hatch a funny and
charming story that reminds us
of the importance of balance,
self-care, and accepting those
we love (even if they are
sometimes a bit rotten). Perfect
for reading aloud and shared
story time!
Don't Squeal Unless It's a Big
Deal - Jeanie Franz Ransom
2005-08
Mrs. McNeal turns her class of
nineteen tattletales into
respectful classmates who
know how to behave in a true
emergency. Includes note to
parents.
Classroom Guidance Games
- Shannon Trice Black
2005-10-01
Focuses on bully prevention,
social skills, anger
management, study skills,
emotions, respect, getting
along, goal setting,
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responsibility, careers and selfesteem.
School Counseling Classroom
Guidance - Jolie Ziomek-Daigle
2015-08-10
Intended for school counselors
to aid in the learning of
developmental classroom
guidance, School Counseling
Classroom Guidance:
Prevention, Accountability, and
Outcomes by Jolie ZiomekDaigle teaches the
fundamentals, strategies, and
research outcomes of
classroom guidance
programming for
comprehensive,
developmentally appropriate
school counseling programs.
The content of this book looks
at the history and
fundamentals of classroom
guidance, how these activities
meet CACREP and ASCA
standards, how and why
activities should be aligned to
the larger academic curriculum
and state/national teaching
standards, recommendations
on how to develop and assess
classroom guidance units, a
sampling of units and lessons,
techniques in managing the
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

classroom, and outcome
research and trends. School
Counseling Classroom
Guidance: Prevention,
Accountability, and Outcomes
is part of the Counseling and
Professional Identity Series,
which targets specific
competencies identified by
CACREP (Council for
Accreditation of Counseling
and Related Programs). To
learn more about each text in
the Series, please visit
www.sagepub.com/vip/cpiserie
s.
The Bad Seed - Jory John
2018-05-08
A New York Times bestseller!
Amazon Prime's Most Read
Title of 2019! An Amazon Best
Children's Book of the Month
from the New York Times
bestselling author of the
Goodnight Already! series This
is a book about a bad seed. A
baaaaaaaaaad seed. How bad?
Do you really want to know?
He has a bad temper, bad
manners, and a bad attitude.
He’s been bad since he can
remember! This seed cuts in
line every time, stares at
everybody and never listens.
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But what happens when one
mischievous little seed changes
his mind about himself, and
decides that he wants to
be—happy? With Jory John’s
charming and endearing text
and bold expressive
illustrations by Pete Oswald,
here is The Bad Seed: a funny
yet touching tale that reminds
us of the remarkably
transformative power of will,
acceptance, and just being you.
Perfect for readers young and
old, The Bad Seed proves that
positive change is possible for
each and every one of us.
Only One You - Linda Kranz
2006
Adri promises to remember his
parents' words of wisdom
about how to live his life, such
as "Find your own way. You
don't have to follow the crowd"
and "Make wishes on the stars
in the nighttime sky."
The Ant Hill Disaster - Julia
Cook 2014-01-01
Will it happen again, Mama?
After the Ant Hill School is
destroyed, a little boy ant is
afraid to go back to school. His
mom caringly explains to him
that sometimes things happen
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

in life over which we have no
control, but we have to find a
way to keep living and
growing. To do that, "We
breathe in and breathe out, and
hold onto each other. We shed
a lot of tears, and we love one
another. We all come together
as a strong team of ONE, and
then we rebuild, and get things
done!" The Ant Hill Disaster
thoughtfully addresses fears
associated with both natural
and man-caused disasters. It
models effective parenting and
teaching responses. This book
can help assure children that
through love, empathetic
understanding, preparation,
and effective communication,
they can stand strong, even in
the midst of uncontrollable
events.
My Mouth is a Volcano - Julia
Cook 2005-01-01
Teaching children how to
manage their thoughts and
words without interrupting.
Louis always interrupts! All of
his thoughts are very important
to him, and when he has
something to say, his words
rumble and grumble in his
tummy, they wiggle and jiggle
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on his tongue and then they
push on his teeth, right before
he ERUPTS (or interrupts). His
mouth is a volcano! But when
others begin to interrupt Louis,
he learns how to respectfully
wait for his turn to talk. My
Mouth Is A Volcano takes an
empathetic approach to the
habit of interrupting and
teaches children a witty
technique to help them manage
their rambunctious thoughts
and words. Told from Louis'
perspective, this story provides
parents, teachers, and
counselors with an entertaining
way to teach children the value
of respecting others by
listening and waiting for their
turn to speak.
The Elementary School
Guidance Counselor's Bible Charlene Chapman 2016-02-16
Finally! A survival manual for
today's multi-tasking
elementary guidance
counselor. Forty-five detailed
group guidance lesson plans
for grades 1-5 are written in an
easy to follow format. Lasting
30-45 minutes, lessons include
songs, rhymes, stories, games,
art activities and more. Age
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

appropriate language and
activities are designed to
enhance the presentation of
important topics such as Get
Ready for School, Home Alone,
Red Ribbon/Drug Free, Bully
Free School, Good Touch/Bad
Touch, Eating Healthy, Good
Manners, Respect Yourself &
Others and Careers. Lesson
plans may be re-used year after
year, repeating important
messages without repeating
content. Students learn
positive character traits and
important safety issues.
Building a healthy, positive
school environment is possible!
Suitable for large, small or
individual guidance sessions,
The Elementary School
Guidance Counselor's Bible is a
comprehensive resource for
educators. Valuable
preparation time will be saved
by following the detailed stepby-step format. Full of variety
and change of pace, the
material will keep your
students focused and ready to
learn. A portion of the profit
from this manual will be
donated to programs
protecting women and children
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from human trafficking.
Don't Be Afraid to Drop - Julia
Cook 2021-01-07
Teach Kids About Growth
Mindset and Trying Something
New What happens when one
little raindrop finds the
courage to let go? Way up in
the sky, Hopp the raindrop is
scared of change. Hopp loves
playing with his friends, riding
on clouds, and being happy
with his safe, predictable life.
But he soon learns that staying
where he is limits the impact
he can have on those around
him. "You have so many gifts to
share with the world, so many
dreams to live. Take a chance
little man, let go of this cloud.
Discover the ways you can
give." Don't Be Afraid to Drop
is a book for anyone who is at a
transitional point in their life.
From the kindergartener
heading to school, to an adult
nearing retirement, and
everyone in between, this
creative analogy provides all
who read it with a positive
perspective on change, taking
risks, and giving back. There's
so much good that can happen
when we step beyond our
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

comfort zones and try
something new!
The Invisible Boy - Trudy
Ludwig 2013-10-08
A gentle story that teaches how
small acts of kindness can help
children feel included and
allow them to flourish, from
esteemed author and speaker
Trudy Ludwig and acclaimed
illustrator Patrice Barton. A
simple act of kindness can
transform an invisible boy into
a friend... Meet Brian, the
invisible boy. Nobody in class
ever seems to notice him or
think to include him in their
group, game, or birthday party
. . . until, that is, a new kid
comes to class. When Justin,
the new boy, arrives, Brian is
the first to make him feel
welcome. And when Brian and
Justin team up to work on a
class project together, Brian
finds a way to shine. Any
parent, teacher, or counselor
looking for material that
sensitively addresses the needs
of quieter children will find The
Invisible Boy a valuable and
important resource. Includes a
discussion guide and resources
for further reading.
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Interrupting Racism - Rebecca
Atkins 2018-11-09
Interrupting Racism provides
school counselors with a brief
overview of racial equity in
schools and practical ideas that
a school-level practitioner can
put into action. The book walks
readers through the current
state of achievement gap and
racial equity in schools and
looks at issues around
intention, action, white
privilege, and implicit bias.
Later chapters include
interrupting racism case
studies and stories from school
counselors about incorporating
stakeholders into the work of
racial equity. Activities,
lessons, and action plans
promote self-reflection, staffreflection, and studentreflection and encourage
school counselors to drive
systemic change for students
through advocacy,
collaboration, and leadership.
I Can't Believe You Said That! Julia Cook 2018-01-23
RJ's mouth is getting him into a
lot of trouble. A rude comment
at school earned him a
detention, and an incensitive
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

remark at home earned him a
scholding and made his sister
cry. It's time RJ starts using a
social filter when he speaks.
He soon realizes he doesn't
have to verbalize every thought
that pops into his head. In fact,
the less said the better!
Classroom Guidance Activities Joe Wittmer 1997
Classroom guidance provides
unlimited opportunities for you
to get to know your elementary
school students, while
delivering a service based on
three universally-accepted
areas of student development:
(a) personal and social
development, (b) academic
development, and (c) career
development. These structured,
large-group activities can
provide the core for your
developmental guidance
program. Integrate these
activities into your affective
education curriculum or draw
upon them when specific
guidance situations arise.
I Am Human - Susan Verde
2018-10-02
I am human I am a work in
progress Striving to be the best
version of ME From the picture
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book dream team behind I Am
Yoga and I Am Peace comes
the third book in their wellness
series: I Am Human. A hopeful
meditation on all the great (and
challenging) parts of being
human, I Am Human shows
that it’s okay to make mistakes
while also emphasizing the
power of good choices by
offering a kind word or smile or
by saying “I’m sorry.” At its
heart, this picture book is a
celebration of empathy and
compassion that lifts up the
flawed fullness of humanity and
encourages children to see
themselves as part of one big
imperfect family—millions
strong.
Hatching Results for
Elementary School Counseling
- Trish Hatch 2018-01-17
This book helps readers create
and implement high-quality
Tier 1 systems of support,
including core curriculum
classroom lessons and
schoolwide activities.
Move Your Mood! - Brenda
Miles 2016-04-01
"Provides a fun active way to
learn about emotions, linking
movement with mood"-elementary-school-guidance-lessons

Even Superheroes Have Bad
Days - Shelly Becker
2016-09-06
All kids have trouble getting a
grip on their emotions,
sometimes even young
superheroes! Action-packed
illustrations and a dynamite
rhyming text reveal the many
ways superheroes can resist
the super-temptation to cause a
scene when they re sad, mad,
frustrated, lonely, or afraid.
Kids will find plenty of fun
ideas in this energetic picture
book to help them cope when
they re having a bad day."
Each Kindness - Jacqueline
Woodson 2012-10-23
WINNER OF A CORETTA
SCOTT KING HONOR AND
THE JANE ADDAMS PEACE
AWARD! Each kindness makes
the world a little better This
unforgettable book is written
and illustrated by the awardwinning team that created The
Other Side and the Caldecott
Honor winner Coming On
Home Soon. With its powerful
anti-bullying message and
striking art, it will resonate
with readers long after they've
put it down. Chloe and her
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friends won't play with the new
girl, Maya. Every time Maya
tries to join Chloe and her
friends, they reject her.
Eventually Maya stops coming
to school. When Chloe's
teacher gives a lesson about
how even small acts of
kindness can change the world,
Chloe is stung by the lost
opportunity for friendship, and
thinks about how much better
it could have been if she'd
shown a little kindness toward
Maya.
Mrs. Joyce Gives the Best HighFives - Erainna Winnett
2013-12-19
Mrs. Joyce, the school
counselor at Emerson
Elementary, uses high-fives to
connect with her students.
When Raymond moves to town
he's not sure what to think of
Mrs. Joyce. He enters her office
nervous and full of questions,
but it doesn't take long for him
to trust the caring counselor.
By learning exactly what a
school counselor does,
Raymond finds he has nothing
to fear and much to gain from
friendly Mrs. Joyce. Building
relationships is one of the
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

primary jobs of a school
counselor. Whether it's giving a
high-five, a thumbs-up, a fist
bump, a handshake or a hug,
finding a way to connect with
students is vital. "Mrs. Joyce
Gives the Best High-Fives" is a
fun-loving story that explains
the important role of the school
counselor. Grades K-6,
Softcover, 32 pages Other titles
written by Erainna to help
school counselors help children
The Bully Trap (bullying)
Superheroes (bystander power)
Mathsketball (test anxiety) It's
Good to Be Me (selfconfidence) Frenemy Jungle
(relational aggression)
Cyberfriend? (cyberbullying)
Friendship Tug-of-War
(friendship triangle) Winter
Wishes (kindness and
compassion) No Thanks!
Saying NO to Alcohol and
Drugs (Red Ribbon Week)
Sarah's Sick Day (Red Ribbon
Week) Charlie and the Curious
Club...Candy or Medicine? (Red
Ribbon Week) New School,
New Friends (new friendships)
My Choices Make Me Who I
Am - Mutiya Vision 2009-07-01
This story introduces the
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concepts of responsibility and
accountability as a child learns
the value of making conscious
choices that positively shape
and define his or her destiny.
Your guidance, along with this
book, can indeed inspire
children to make the right
choices.
The Land of Stories: The
Wishing Spell - Chris Colfer
2012-07-17
Alex and Conner Bailey's world
is about to change. When the
twins' grandmother gives them
a treasured fairy-tale book,
they have no idea they're about
to enter a land beyond all
imagining: the Land of Stories,
where fairy tales are real. But
as Alex and Conner soon
discover, the stories they know
so well haven't ended in this
magical land - Goldilocks is
now a wanted fugitive, Red
Riding Hood has her own
kingdom, and Queen Cinderella
is about to become a mother!
The twins know they must get
back home somehow. But with
the legendary Evil Queen hot
on their trail, will they ever
find the way? The Land of
Stories: The Wishing Spell
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

brings readers on a thrilling
quest filled with magic spells,
laugh-out-loud humour and
page-turning adventure.
The Elementary School
Counselor's Book of Lesson
Plans - Lynne Watts
2018-10-19
Thirty-two lesson plans with
activities, discussion starters,
assessments and
questionnaires to keep
students engaged all year while
developing critical thinking
skills and growth mindset.
Better Than You - Trudy
Ludwig 2011-09-13
Jake's bragging is really
starting to get to his neighbor
Tyler. Tyler can't show Jake a
basketball move, a school
assignment, or a new toy
without Jake saying he can do
better. Tyler starts to wonder:
Is something wrong with him?
Is he really such a loser? Is
Jake really better than him at
everything? Or is Jake the one
with the problem? With the
help of his uncle Kevin, Tyler
begins to understand that
Jake's bragging has nothing to
do with Tyler's own abilities
and that puffing yourself up
12/15
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leaves little room for friends.
The Jelly Donut Difference Maria Dismondy 2020-09
Leah and Dexter are brother
and sister. They don't always
get along. In fact, there are
times they can be downright
mean to each other. The ooey,
gooey jelly donuts in this story
are a testament to the power of
kindness, caring, and
generosity. Bite into the power
of paying it forward by adding
The Jelly Donut Difference to
your family's home collection
or classroom library.
The Cool Bean - Jory John
2019-12-03
AN INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER! The
“too-cool-for-school” third
picture book from the #1 New
York Times bestselling creators
of The Bad Seed and The Good
Egg, Jory John and Pete Oswald
Everyone knows the cool
beans. They’re sooooo cool.
And then there’s the uncool
has-bean . . . Always on the
sidelines, one bean
unsuccessfully tries everything
he can to fit in with the
crowd—until one day the cool
beans show him how it’s done.
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

With equal measures of humor,
wit, and charm, the #1 New
York Times bestselling duo Jory
John and Pete Oswald craft
another incredible picture
book, reminding us that it’s
cooler to be kind. Check out
Jory John and Pete Oswald’s
funny, bestselling books for
kids 4-8 and anyone who wants
a laugh: The Bad Seed The
Good Egg The Cool Bean The
Couch Potato The Good Egg
Presents: The Great Eggscape!
The Bad Seed Presents: The
Good, the Bad, the Spooky! The
Cool Bean Presents: As Cool as
It Gets That’s What Dinosaurs
Do
A Wish to Be A Christmas
Tree - Colleen Monroe
2011-12-01
This charming tale of an
overgrown pine always being
passed by for Christmas, and
what his woodland friends do
to help him, is sure to become
a Christmas classic. With
delightful illustrations by
wildlife artist Michael Monroe
and enchanting text from
Colleen Monroe, the birds,
deer and squirrel of this story
help make their special friend's
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wish come true.
I'm Trying to Love Math Bethany Barton 2019-07-02
Children's Choice Award
winner Bethany Barton applies
her signature humor to the
scariest subject of all: math! Do
multiplication tables give you
hives? Do you break out in a
sweat when you see more than
a few numbers hanging out
together? Then I'm Trying to
Love Math is for you! In her
signature hilarious style,
Bethany Barton introduces
readers to the things (and
people) that use math in
amazing ways -- like music, and
spacecraft, and even baking
cookies! This isn't a how-to
math book, it's a way to think
differently about math as a
necessary and cool part of our
lives!
First Day Jitters - Julie
Danneberg 2013-01-07
Everyone knows that sinking
feeling in the pit of the
stomach just before diving into
a new situation. Sarah Jane
Hartwell is scared and doesn't
want to start over at a new
school. She doesn't know
anybody, and nobody knows
elementary-school-guidance-lessons

her. It will be awful. She just
knows it. With much prodding
from Mr. Hartwell, Sarah Jane
reluctantly pulls herself
together and goes to school.
She is quickly befriended by
Mrs. Burton, who helps smooth
her jittery transition. This
charming and familiar story
will delight readers with its
surprise ending. Fun, energetic
illustrations brighten page
after page with the busy antics
surrounding Sarah Jane. FIRST
DAY JITTERS is an enchanting
story that is sure to be
treasured by anyone who has
ever anticipated a first day of
school.
What If Everybody Did That? Ellen Javernick 2010
A child learns that there are
consequences for thoughtless
behavior, from feeding popcorn
to a bear at the zoo to dropping
an empty can out of a car
window.
Wilma Jean the Worry
Machine - Julia Cook
2012-01-15
"My stomach feels like it's tied
up in a knot. My knees lock up,
and my face feels hot. You
know what I mean? I'm Wilma
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Jean, The Worry Machine."
Anxiety is a subjective sense of
worry, apprehension, and/or
fear. It is considered to be the
number one health problem in
America. Although quite
common, anxiety disorders in
children are often
misdiagnosed and overlooked.
Everyone feels fear, worry and
apprehension from time to
time, but when these feelings
prevent a person from doing
what he/she wants and/or
needs to do, anxiety becomes a
disability. This fun and
humorous book addresses the
problem of anxiety in a way
that relates to children of all
ages. It offers creative
strategies for parents and
teachers to use that can lessen
the severity of anxiety. The
goal of the book is to give
children the tools needed to
feel more in control of their
anxiety. For those worries that
are not in anyone's control (i.e.
the weather) a worry hat is
introduced. A fun read for

elementary-school-guidance-lessons

Wilmas of all ages! Includes a
note to parents and educators
with tips on dealing with an
anxious child.
Personal Space Camp - Julia
Cook 2007-03-01
Teaching children the concepts
of personal space. Louis is
back! And this time, he's
learning all about personal
space. When Louis, the world's
self-proclaimed space expert, is
invited to Personal Space
Camp by the school principal,
he soon learns that personal
space really isn't about lunar
landings, Saturn's rings, or
space ice cream. Written with
style, wit, and rhythm, Personal
Space Camp addresses the
complex issue of respect for
another person's physical
boundaries. Told from Louis'
perspective, this story is a must
have resource for parents,
teachers, and counselors who
want to communicate the idea
of personal space in a manner
that connects with kids.
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